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PS Document Protector Crack Mac is a simple and straightforward application that adds an
extra layer of security to documents. Security is a crucial aspect that can never be neglected
for both personal and commercial purposes. This is why PDF documents cannot be accessed
unless a license key is provided. But what happens if you don't have a license code? Now you
can use a handy application that will generate one by itself and provide a unique key that will
unlock the document. This is exactly what PS Document Protector Crack Free Download
does. It scans a document and generates a unique license code, which can then be used to
unlock the document. Generating a license code When you launch the app, a little window is
displayed, asking you to select a file for protection. It means that the application will scan the
target file and generate a license code for it based on a template. In many cases, the license
code is a mix of characters and numbers, so this is perfectly fine. Selecting a file always
involves three additional fields: "Actions", "Info" and "Url". When a license code is
generated, you can only select one of these fields, but they are very helpful when working
with the document. "Actions" is the place where you can write down additional information
about the target file. It includes the file name, date and time of creation, as well as a link to
the location where it was protected, as well as user details. This is all very useful when you
want to work with the document, so you can easily find the target file again. "Info" is where
you can write down additional information about the license code that was generated. This
includes the number of licenses that have been generated, the amount of transactions, the
owner of the code and a series of unique strings, which are generated when a license is
printed. "Url" is where you can write down a URL for the document, which could be useful
when the document will be shared over various social networks. This URL could help the
target file reach the owners email and website. Protecting a file The great thing about PS
Document Protector is that you don't need to be with the target file while it's being protected.
It's enough to just run the application, and the file will be protected at the same time. This is
a very simple operation, and you can proceed with your workflow without any problems.
Creating a new license code Once the license code is created, there is a chance that it
contains spaces and not numbers. Because of this
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The PS Document Protector is an easy to use application that enables you to lock down a
selected portion of a file, making it impossible to change. The code to unlock it is only
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available from the official website. Instant PDF Password & Document Protection. Protect
PDFs from Hackers with a Password and Digital Certificate. Press Release A new
application called Instant PDF Password & Document Protection will enable you to safely
protect PDF documents for confidential information. It is easy to use and does not require
additional installation. PS Document Protector will provide you with 2 different security
features. The first one is called password protection and is done with a key that can be
generated and used at any time. It will protect the entire selected area. The second one
enables you to protect documents with a digital certificate. This way the entire document
cannot be unlocked without the proper code. You need only to start the application and
provide the password to unlock the entire document. With SecureShell, it is possible to limit
a document to have access only to the specific people. PS Document Protector is a really
powerful program that can protect files for a large amount of information. It uses the
majority of the security methods of our SecureDoc series of programs. When you lock a file
down with SecureShell, it is possible to limit a specific document to access only to specific
people. For instance, a specific file can be accessible by only a group of employees but it is
not available for anyone else. Files can even be accessed by the only the specific internal
network, that will block access to the internet. It is possible to hide a specific file with
SecureDoc’s password protection and SecureDoc can be used to protect anything from a file
to a whole folder. It is also possible to set a password that is unique to every folder and every
document and you can apply different access control levels to them. You can use Digital
Certificate to protect files with a digital signature, for example, by setting a correct password
and having a digital certificate issued from a trusted certificate authority. PS Document
Protector is a Windows application and can be used from any Windows system. Instant PDF
Password & Document Protection Description: The Instant PDF Password & Document
Protection is a powerful yet easy to use application that provides protection for every type of
files using 2 different security methods. The first method is used to protect PDF files with a
key (password), while the second one is applied to protect documents with a digital
certificate. Each of 09e8f5149f
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PS Document Protector is a free application that limits the ability of other users to view and
modify your documents. Based on PDF encryption technology, this handy utility turns your
documents into inaccessible objects, you can then distribute them to others but should your
documents be viewed by unauthorized parties, you will receive an error and the program will
uninstall. You can protect many PDF files quickly, easily, and with just a few clicks. With
office work greatly enhanced by computers, an abundance of text editors are available to
provide ease of access and helpful features. Security is amongst the top priorities and PDF
documents are specialized in the matter, since they can only be edited with specific tools. To
add an extra layer of security, PS Document Protector locks down a selection of PDF
documents, making them accessible only if the right code is provided. Simple,
straightforward design A well-built and intuitive interface greets you when running the
application. The main window is split into two sections that display protected PDF
documents, as well as corresponding certificates. You only need a little time to get
acquainted with what the app has to offer, also because the set of features is straightforward,
but efficient. Choose files and add owner details Although you can't simply drag target files
over the main window, adding them is easy. You can only select one file at a time, but this is
only because you need to specify a custom name, with additional fields for owner, email
address and website. Protected versions of files you select are exported to a custom location
under the EXE format. The dashboard is responsible for keeping track of them, but little info
is provided other than what you write down in specified fields. There isn't even an option to
open documents to analyze content. Applying a powerful security method A neat advantage
is that you don't need to deploy the application on the computer you plan to run the protected
documents from. When launching the EXE, you are prompted to provide a license key based
on a generated code. The license can only be obtained from the issuer by giving the code,
with which a special key is created. A few last words Taking everything into consideration,
we can say that PS Document Protector is a simple, straightforward, but powerful method of
adding an extra layer of security to confidential documents. It can take some time for the end
user to open a PDF file, but the method is neat and difficult to bypass, making the
application worth a try. Read more RSA SecurID Decryptor License key for

What's New in the PS Document Protector?

Protect your confidential PDF documents! PS Document Protector can protect PDF
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documents in two ways: protecting pdf documents with Adobe Acrobat, or protecting pdf
documents with their content. It can also protect documents that are NOT password protected
and are opened with any PDF reader. And you can protect PDF documents with passwords.
And it can protect PDF documents by application that protect only some pages. And it has an
option to password protect documents automatically after converting them to PDF. PS
Document Protector can protect files using the following... -Acrobat 9 or higher -Epsom, JP,
PT, Arpoad, AD, ATI, TIFF, HTML, GIF, JPEG, JPEG 2000 -Data Compression (pages and
images) -Compression methods: ZIP, RAR, GZIP, TAR, BZIP2 -Compress all or compress
selected pages -Automatically Lock the File after encrypting it -Automatically encrypt the
file after creating it -Automatically Compress the document after creating it -Automatically
Convert documents, images and videos into PDF -Save the license in the application exe
-Save a license with use of one of the methods of storing licenses -Save license key in System
Registry or specify a destination -Save license key in a Configuration File or specify a
destination -Save license key in the files of existing project -Save the license key in the files
of existing project without specifying a destination -Create a Web page using the license
-Create a Web page with auto-activation after registration or specify a destination -Create a
Web page with auto-activation and activation by input key -Create a Activation Certificate
based on the License -Create a Certificate based on the License -Create a Verification
Certificate based on the License -Create a Verification Certificate based on the License
(Version 1) -Create a Verification Certificate based on the License (Version 2) -Log events
into the Event Log -Animate the log's event using the Progress Bar -Display the log in the
status bar -Display the log in the Main Window -Display the log in the Task Bar -Record
time in the clock while processing documents -Record time in the system clock while
processing documents -Resume the log at a specific position -Resume the log at a specific
position -Recognize the file's extension -Drag files into the application (Type "pdf")
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System Requirements For PS Document Protector:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core i5 or higher Intel
Core i5 or higher RAM: 8 GB 8 GB Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 660 or higher Nvidia
Geforce GTX 660 or higher DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Storage: At least 150 GB
available space At least 150 GB available space Other: Broadband internet connection
Recommended Requirements: OS: Windows 8 Windows 8 Processor: Intel Core i5 or higher
Intel Core i5
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